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CHAPTER I
THE STUDY
Purpose
Purpose of this study .— The pujrpose of this study
Is to evaluate the ten two-year high schools of Vermont
according to the criteria set up by the Cooperative Study
of Secondary-School Standa3?ds and to compare the evalu-
ations thus obtained with the results of a similar study
of eight four-year high schools in the same state.
The two-year high schools of Vermont have been under
discussion for several years. In 1933 a commission of
laymen was appointed by Governor V/ilson to make a study
of the educational needs of Vermont, The commission recom-
mended in its report, that one- and two-teacher
high schools be discontinued and the pupils transferred
to neighboring schools." Communities, supporting a two-
year high school rallied to its support and, in the
Vermont Legislature of 1938, the continuation of the
small high school was made possible by the passage of
1/ The Cooperative Study of Secondary-School Standards .
1940 Edition. V/ashington, D. C, 175 pp.
2/ Vermont's System of Education . Report of a special
commission named by Governor V/ilson, v/ith its conclusions
and recommendations, p. 17.
re
a bill.—^ This action toward the tv/o-year high schools of
the state v/as responsible for this study.
Method of procuring data .— To procure the data needed
for this study, the ten two-year high schools v/ere visited
by the author after arrangements had been made with the
principals 2/ of the several school districts. After
visiting classes and inspecting the plant, the author with
the assistance of the principals made evaluations of the
schools. In each school system every consideration was
given to the author in his efforts to secure accurate
evaluations. Only with the cooperation of these principals
v/as it possible to complete this study.
It was also the good fortune of the writer to have
similar assistance from a group of principals of eight
four-year high schools. This group held regular monthly
meetings for the discussion of their common educational
problems. After gaining their consent to participate in
the study, the author attended each monthly meeting. After
a careful preparation, each principal evaluated his school
with the aid of the faculty. Then the author visited each
of the eight schools and made a final evaluation for the
purposes of this study, based on the data collected by the
1/ Acts and ifeTolves passed by the General Assembly of
the State of Vermont at the Thirty-Fifth Biennial Session .
Free Press Printing Co. Burlington, Vermont, p. 109-110.
2/ Named in the foreword of this thesis.
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principals and their faculties. The enthusiasm of this
group v/as especially gratifying. Each principal bought his
own materials which consisted of three booklets: How to
Evaluate a Secondary-School
,
1/ Evaluative Criteria, 2/ and
Educational Temperatures .^ These books ?/ere studied by
the faculty and an evaluation of each school made.
All the visits, conferences, faculty meetings, and
building surveys were carried on v/ith the consent and ap-
proval of the superintendents of the several towns and of
Mr, Ralph E, Noble, then the supervisor of high schools and
nov; the Commissioner of Education of the State of Vermont.
Preparation of the author .— The preparation of the
author for this study has consisted of a period of teach-
ing in both a two-year high school and a four-year high
school. For eight years he was a principal of a two-year
high school; therefore, through experience, he has a
backgroimd for understanding the problems of this type of
school. Moreover, the author has taught three years in a
four-year high school and thus has a knowledge of this
type of school.
1/ How to Evaluate a Secondary-School . 1940 Edition.
Cooperative Study of Secondary-School Standards.
Washington, D. C. xxiii -(- 139 pp.
2/ Evaluative Criteria . 1940 Edition. Cooperative Study
of Secondary-School Standards, Washington, D. C. 175 pp.
3/ Educational Temperatures . 1940 Edition. Cooperative
Study of Secondary-School Standards. Washington, D. C.
24 pp.

The Cooperative Study of Secondary-School Standards
History of the Cooperative Study *— Since this thesis
Is based wholly on the techniques developed in connection
with the Cooperative Study of Secondary-School Standards,
a brief history of that study is given. The ensuing account
is a paraphrase of material read by the author.
The Cooperative Study of Secondary-School Standards
was a project sponsored by the six regional associations of
the cotmtry. The purposes of the Study were suggested by
the follov/ing questions:1/
1. "V/hat are the characteristics of a good
secondary- school?
2. V/hat practicable means and methods may be
employed to evaluate the effectiveness of a school
in terms of its objectives?
3. By what means and processes does a good
school develop into a better one?
4. Hot/ can regional associations stimulate
secondary- schools to continuous growth?"
The Study was in charge of a General Committee con-
sisting of representatives of the six regional associations
and six advisory members representing the American Council
of Education, The National Education Association, United
States Office of Education, the National Committee on
Research in Secondary-Education, and the North Central
Association Committee on Revision of Standards for Higher
Institutions. An Executive Committee of nine members had
l/ How to Evaluate a Secondary-School . 1940 Edition.
Cooperative Study of Secondary-School Standards, Washington,
D. C. p. 1.
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charge of the general program and an Administrative Com-
mittee of three members handled the administrative details.
A central office was set up in Washington, D, C, in 1935.
The regional associations and a national foundation
financed the study. Approximately $200,000 v/as spent for
the study to July 1, 1939.
After a year spent in planning the study, actual work
"began in July 1954. Graduate students in fourteen higher
institutions assisted by reading 2,500 research studies,
committee reports, and other educational reports to help
determine the characteristics of a good secondary- school.
Tentative criteria selected were submitted to students in
summer schools and to collaborators for examination and
suggestions. A meeting v;as held in St, Louis in 1936 to
hear the results of a reviev/ of this material by certain
specialists. Finally the criteria were reorganized for the
purpose of evaluating two hundred selected schools.
In September 1936, field work v/as begun in the 200
selected secondary-schools of varied types. Each school
evaluated itself and this was followed by a survey of the
school by a visiting committee.
Four committees, each consisting of two trained
educators and one or more local educators familiar with
the schools to be evaluated, served in the visiting. Their
work consisted of a testing program for scholastic ability,
fc
achievement and social attitudes, a study of college success
of graduates of the high school, and a study of those pupils
who did not go to college. Interviews with parents and
pupils of the secondary- school were held. The Chairmen of
the four communities met in Washington at the completion of
the field work and made recommendations for the improvement
of criteria used in the Study.
The data obtained from the study of the 200 schools
evaluated were carefully examined and a summary of results
was prepared for the schools of the Study. Through
articles in many educational publications, the public was
informed of the progress of the Study. From this original
data, norms for all schools and scales prepared for use in
the evaluation of a secondary-school were developed.
It was possible in 1938-39 to obtain the assistance of
four field men to continue the study of other schools and
to aid any regional association. These men were able to
assist schools to conduct an evaluation and to interpret
the study to interested persons.
The Study completed its work in six years. It had
ready then a body of materials and procedures for the
evaluation of secondary-schools. The publications of the
Study were issued first as "1938 editions". These were
carefully rewritten and revised after further studying and
testing and published again as "1940 editions". No change
Is contemplated in this edition for at least five years.

7Publications of the Cooperative Study ,— The publica-
tions of the Cooperative Study necessary for an evaluation
of a secondary-school such as used for this study are "How
to Evaluate a Secondary-School , Evaluative Criteria ,,2/
and "Educational Temperatures"2/ The first is a manual of
instructions giving all information and instructions neces-
sary for the evaluation of a secondary-school. The second
contains approximately 1600 checklist items and 500 evalu-
ations covering all phases of the modem secondary-school.
The last is a series of charts for shov/ing in a graphic
form the results of an evaluation made by means of the
material in the Evaluative Criteria, The relative standing
of a secondary- school to other schools in the same regional
location or to schools in the whole country can be shown on
these "educational temperatures".
THE SCHOOLS
Backp;roimd of the study ,-- The background of the study
can be presented through a description of the schools
evaluated by the author and the communities that they serve.
1/ How to Evaluate a Secondary-School . 1940 Edition.
Cooperative Study of Secondary-School Standards.
Washington, D. C. xxiii 139 pp.
2/ Evaluative Criteria . 1940 Edition. Cooperative Study
of Secondary-School Standards, V/ashington, D. C, 175 pp,
3/ Educational Temperatures . 1940 Edition, Cooperative
Study of Secondary-School Standards. V/ashington, D. C.
24 pp.
r
An examination of the relative size of the high schools
of Vermont in Table 1 shows that 43 of the 92 high schools
Table 1.^ Distribution of Vermont High Schools for
1939-1940 According to Size.
Number Number
of Pupils High Schools
Fewer than 50. 15
50-99 .... 28
100-149. . . . 10
150-199. . . . 13
200-249. . . . 12
250-299. . . . 4
300-349.
. . . 1
350-399. . . . 0
400 or over. . 9
Total 92
a/ Adapted from Ralph E. Noble, Vermont Hi/^h School
Teachers' Discussion Groups .
in the state have an enrollment of fewer than 100 pupils.
This number constitutes 47 per cent of the high schools of
the state. In 1930, 53 per cent of the high schools of the
United States had an enrollment of fewer than 100 pupils.
The schools of this study represent a cross section of
the high schools of Vermont. Although the four-year high
schools evaluated in this study are located in one section
of the state, they are representative of each enrollment
1/ R. Emerson Langfitt, Prank V/. Cyr, and N. William
Newsom, The Small Hi,g:h School At Work . American Book
Company, Boston, 1936, p. 36.
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group except one. The two-year high schools all enroll
fewer than 50 pupils. Table 2 shoves the distribution
according to size of the high schools of this study. As
Table 2. Distribution of the High Schools of This
Study for 1939-1940 According to Size.
Number
of Pupils
f
Two-Year ' Four-Year
High Schools High Schools
(2) {J)Tl
Fewer than 50
50-99
.
100-149.
150-199.
200-249.
250-299.
300-349.
350-399.
400 or over
Total
this table indicates, there are ten tv/o-year high schools
in the state of Vemont. The eight four-year high schools
are the ones whose principals cooperated with the author
in this study.
Location of the two-year high schools .-- The ten tv/o-
year high schools are located in every comer of the state
of Vermont from South Hero on an island in Lake Champlain
to Readsboro nestled in a valley a fev/ miles from the
Massachusetts state line. They are found in small com-
munities on busy state highways and in villages tucked
away in remote sections of the state.
f
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Commiinltles served by these schools .-- A survej of the
communities served by the two-year schools reveals a
similarity of conditions. The typical community of a two-
year high school is a village centered around a single
industry or entirely rural. It is a distance of at least
ten miles and sometimes tv/enty to the high school where the
pupils may finish their secondary-education. In this com-
munity a Protestant church, usually a federated or union
church, and a Catholic mission or church are found. A public
or private library limited in supply of books serves the
community and the school. No public recreational facilities
are available for the young people. The parents of the
young people may find employment in the small industrial
plant of the community or may farm.
Individual schools .— The individual schools of the
two-year group are presented through a discussion of their
outstanding characteristics.
The first two-year high school, to be knovm hereafter
as School A, enjoys the unique distinction of being the
only school of this group located in a town v/hich also
supports a four-year high school. The two schools are
separated by a distance of eight miles. The large school
is the one that the graduates of the two-year high attend
to finish their high-school careers. The two-year high
school is located in a village of approximately five
mf
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himdred persons who have employment in a v/oolen mill. The
high school is in a building containing the elementary grades
The school plant is an excellent one and is recognized
throughout the state as a model building of its size. The
building consists of four classrooms, a manual training room,
home economics room, and assembly hall capable of seating
two himdred persons. The faculty consists of four teachers,
two of whom teach the high school grades and the seventh and
eighth grades. The manual training and home economics
classes are taught by two teachers from the other high school
The average enrollment of the high school grades for the
past four years has been 20.
School B is found in a busy village having industries
centered about lumbering, v/oodworking and dairy products.
In a wooden building containing the elementary grades, the
high-school pupils have their classes in one room super-
vised by the principal. The school has no assembly hall
and offers no courses in manual training, home economics or
agriculture. The nearest four-year high school is fifteen
miles away.
The outstanding feature of School C is the new school
plant in which it is nov/ housed. This modern building of
which the orchard and dairy community can v^ell be proud
contains three classrooms for the elementary and high-
school grades. School C now possesses the best plant of

all the two-year high schools of the state. The gradiiates
of this school have many miles to go to the nearest four-
year high school but they attend it nearly 100 per cent.
School D is located in the same supervisory district
as School C but offers a contrast in school plants. The
former operates in a wooden building containing the
elementary and high-school grades. The classrooms are dark
and poorly equipped. The best feature of the high-school
room is that it has a folding partition that opens into an
assembly hall. The school serves a farming community
reached from a main highway by a dirt road. The graduates
of the two-year course have nine miles to travel for the
other years of high-school work. Only 75 per cent of the
graduates make this effort.
About ten miles from one of the cities of the state
is found the smallest of the two-year high schools. In a
small agricultural community, the high-school pupils attend
School E in a modest wooden building in which they have the
use of one classroom. The distinguishing feature of the
building is the small gymnasium to be found in the basement.
The average enrollment of the high- school grades over the
past four years has been 13,
On an island in Lake Champlain is the next community
which supports a two-year high school. It is a farming
center populated largely by French-Canadians. Here the
r
school is found in a wooden building used by the elementary
and high school grades. The classrooms are heated by large
stoves, inadequate against the wintry blasts which s?/eep
across the lake. Outside toilets are still in use in an
adjoining building. Graduates attend a larger school on
the mainland several miles av/ay. Recoi*ds shov/ that 90 per
cent of these boys and girls travel to the four-year high
school each year.
School G is located in a small village nineteen miles
from a large city. Just off the main highway in the little
village stands a wooden building serving the elementary and
the high-school grades. The building is in need of repair
and modern improvements. The high school occupies one
classroom in charge of the principal. The average enroll-
ment in this school has been 20 for the past foiir years and
85 per cent of the pupils go on to finish their high school
studies
.
There are three other two-year high schools in the
state v/hich are found in communities with hardly any dis-
tinguishing characteristics from those already described.
School H is housed in a new building. School I offers a
course in agriculture. School J has poor quarters but a
good spirit was noticeable in the building. A description
of the communities of these three schools would be the
same as the others
.
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In order to summarize what has been said about the
schools and communities of the two-year high schools. Table
3 is offered. From this it is evident that the two-year
Table 3. Kinds of Communities Served by the Two-Year
High Schools, Average Enrollments, and
Percentage of Pupils Entering Some Four-year
High School.
School Community Average Percentage
Enrollment Entering Four-
1935-1940 Year High
School
(1) (2) (3) (4)
A . . Industrial 20 90
B . . Agricultural 20 90
C . . Agricultural 14 100
D . . Agricultural 10 75
E . . Agricultural 13 60
F . . Agricultural 24 90
G . . Agricultural 20 85
H . . Agricultural 27 60
I . . Agricultural 17 75
J
. . Industrial 21 10
Average 18.6 73.5
high school serves a rural population and has an average
enrollment of 18.6 for the past four years. The average
percentage entering some four-year high school for the ten
schools is 73.5. Max V/. Barrows, the State Supervisor of
High Schools of Vermont, reports,
"Of the 78 who completed the two-year high school
in June, 1940, 61 or 78 per cent continued their high-
school course in September, 1940. .One pupil enrolled
in the State School of Agriculture at Randolph, one
enrolled in the Army Reserve, 11 secured employment,
and four were unemployed at the time the report was
sent to our office."
1€
L
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The four-year hipih schools .-- The niomber of four-year
high schools evaluated in this study is eight. These
schools are the ones chosen from the group of principals
who cooperated with the author in this study.
The largest school of this group, to be known as
School K, is found in an industrial town v/hich recalls to
the visitor many Massachusetts towns. The school drav/s on
a wide area for its pupils and has an enrollment of 779
boys and girls in grades 7-12. It is housed in a large
plant made up of the original high-school building and an
addition including an assembly hall and gymnasium.
A dozen miles from School K is found the second school
of this group. Also in an industrial comriunity. School L
has recently moved into a new plant v/hich is better equipped
to care for its enrollment of 302 pupils in grades 7-12.
The third school is located in a railroad and business
center and serves an enrollment of 400 pupils in grades 7-12.
The plant of School M has been made more adequate by the
addition of a gymnasium and several classrooms.
School N is located in one of the v/ealthiest villages
of New England. Recently a gymnasium and several class-
rooms have improved the school plant which has served the
school for many years. Many of the pupils come from the
surrounding villages to make the enrollment of grades S-12
total 220.
I
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Against the background of one of the popular winter-
sports centers of Vermont, the fifth school stands out
prominently in a brick building with a nev/ wing containing
a gymnasium and facilities for agriculture classes. School
0 serves the village and surroiinding area and has an enroll-
ment of 161 pupils in grades 9-12.
School P is located in a small community which is now
primarily a trading and dairying center. The school plant
is a neat-appearing v/ooden building housing the elementary
and high school grades. The school lacks an assembly hall
and other facilities for group activities. A library is a
new project of the school. The enrollment of School P is
103 for grades 9-12. The faculty has five members.
A small industrial and agricultural community set in
a background of tov/ering mountains and rushing rivers
claims School Q, the seventh member of the group. The
building which houses the elementary grades and high school
is one that has been in use for many years. The faculty of
the high school consists of three teachers and the enroll-
ment is 59 in grades 9-12.
The last school, School R, is similar to the one Just
mentioned. It is in a town which has lost much of its
former prosperity but still remains active as a trading
center for the surrounding area. Here too the elementary
grades and high school classes share the same building.

The faculty is limited to three teachers and there are 54
pupils in grades 9-12.
To summarize what has been said about the four-year
high schools and to furnish a means of comparison with
Table 3, the background of the four-year high schools is
presented in Table 4, An examination of these two tables
Table 4. Types of Communities Served by the Four-year
High Schools and Their Average Enrollments.
Schools '
!
Communities Grades Average
Enrollment
1935-1940
(1) (2) (3) (4)
K . . Industrial 7-12^5- 756
L . . Industrial 7-12-"- 277
M . . Business Center 7-12^:- 301
N . . Residential 9-12 209
0 . . Residential 9-12 156
P . . Dairying Center 9-12 91
Q . . Agricultural 9-12 59
R . . Business Center 9-12 65
Average 239
^Although these are six-year high schools, only the
four grades (9-12) were studied.
furnishes a comparison of the two-year high schools and the
four-year high schools of the study. The two-year high
schools serve two industrial and eight agricultural com-
munities while the four-year schools serve two industrial,
two residential, two agricultural, and two business
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connimities . The average enrollment of the two-year high
schools is 18,6 for the school years 1935-1940 and for the
four-year high schools the figure is 239.
Philosophy and Objectives
Importance to the evaluation .— The first step in the
evaluation of a secondary school is the study of the state-
ment of its philosophy of education and of the list of
specific objectives. It is in the light of these two that
the other sections of the evaluation are considered. The
statement of philosophy of education should apply to
secondary education throughout the United States and the
objectives should be the specific goals of the individual
school in its coramumity.
Fonnulation of philosophy .— In the schools of this
study, the formulation of a statement of a philosophy of
education follov/ed the same general pattern. In the eight
four-year schools, the faculty and the principal in their
v/eekly meetings formulated their philosophy of education.
This v/as developed by discussion especially of the check
list of significant points of viev/ provided in the Evalu-
ative Criteria. This list was designed to secure the point
of view of the school on various aspects of educational
philosophy. Then a list of the specific objectives of each
school—that is, what the faculty is actually trying to do
in its situation—was made. In the two-year high schools.
#4
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the statement of philosophy and objectives came from the one
teacher who taught the high-school grades. It can he seen
that in the larger schools this v/as a group project and in
the smaller schools the expression of only one person.
It is doubtful whether any of the eighteen schools had
a clear conception of its philosophy of education before it
engaged in this study. There is no certainty in the mind of
the author that any one faculty is satisfied with its state-
ment of philosophy or indeed is not completely bewildered by
the attempt to formulate one. In most schools such a concept
had been left to the principal or superintendent as the
leader in the particular situation. However, a clarification
of ideas on this subject certainly resulted and in that
respect the attempt was a valuable exercise.
Re suits . -- The results of the v/ork of the schools in
this section of the evaluation will be shov/n first by a
tabulation of the items checked by the schools in the
material called, "Significant Points of View." The check
list contains thirty-tv/o statements designed to secure the
point of view of a school on various aspects of educational
philosophy. Each statement has from three to five answers,
none of which is necessarily the right one. The material
and the items checked by the schools of the study follow.
Each item given is marked in the following manner; a is
used to indicate the unanimous choice of the schools, b
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shows that three fourths of the schools checked this item,
and c_ indicates that a majority of the schools chose the
item. An item marked 2-a indicates that it v/as the unanimous
choice of the two-year high schools and one marked 4-b was
checked by three fourths of the four-year high schools.
The first eight items checked v/ere listed under the
topic, "Fundamental Concepts.
"1. The type of political organization most desir-
able for society is one in which
—
All individuals share in the determination of
policies in proportion to their abilities.
(2-b)
All individuals have equal voice in the
determination of policies. (4-c)
2. The economic organization most desirable is one
in which
—
Private enterprise is encouraged but with
restrictions assuring the conservation of
natural resources and v/ith provisions for the
distribution of a considerable portion of the
results of production in the interests of the
workers of the general public. (2-a; 4-a)
3. The social organization most desirable is one
in v/hich
All individuals have equal social status
regardless of economic cultural, or intellectual
qualifications and regardless of race or nation-
ality. (4-b)
Social position is given to any individual who
has achieved special distinction in his field.
(2-c)
4. In a democracy the school should place most
emphasis upon helping to prepare pupils--
To make adjustments to meet changing con-
ditions. (2-b; 4-b)
5. In a democracy free secondary education should
be provided for
—
All adolescents. (2-b; 4-c)
6. In a democracy the financial support of
secondary education is primarily the responsibility of--
The local district v/ith the state participating
on an equalization basis. (2-c; 4-c)
1/ Evaluative Criteria . 1940 Edition. Cooperative Study of
Secondary-School Standards, Washington, D, C. p. 8.
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7. Education is an enterprise involving many
commainity agencies. As the chief institution developed
by society for education, the school should
—
V/elcoEie suggestions from and opportunities for
cooperation with community agencies in the
interests of a better educational program for
the community, (2-b; 4-a)
8. Attendance at a secondary- school should he
required by lav/ for all pupils from the time they leave
elementary school
—
Until they complete a curricul"um appropriate to
their needs regardless of age, (2-b; 4-b)
9. The most desirable theory vrith respect to
individual differences among pupils requires that the
secondary-school should--
Study each pupil to discover his particular
traits and abilities as a basis for his ovm
curriculum, (2-a; 4-a)
10. Pupils should
—
Have some part in determining the content and
activities which constitute their school
experiences. (2-b; 4-b)
11. The offerings of the secondary-school should be
organized in terms of
—
Conventional subject classifications with
definitely planned correlation of subjects so
as to insure consideration of the total exper-
ience of each pupil. (2-c; 4-c
)
12. The offerings of the secondary-school should be
planned chiefly with a viev/ to
—
The discovered developmental and adjustment
needs of its pupils regardless of their future
academic plans, (4-c)
Provision for as wide a range of non-academic
needs as the usual college entrance require-
ments of its area permit. (2-b)
13. The educational program of the secondary-school
should be concerned primarily with
—
Selected experiences which pupils find inter-
esting but v/hose major value is in adult life.
(2-b; 4-b)
14. The responsibility of the secondary-school for
assisting in the development of well-rounded pupil
personalities requires--
Exploration of pupil, revelation of social
heritage and guided differentiation, all within
a broad pattern of social integration." (2-c;
4-b)
The next three items checked were listed under the topic.
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"Pupil Activity Program."
"15. In a well organized pupil activity program
—
Pupils and sponsors should develop plans
cooperatively. (2-c; 4-c
)
16. In choosing leaders for the various pupil
activities
—
The school should establish minimum qualifi-
cations for leadership, but pupils should be
free to make selections. (4-c)
Leaders should be elected by pupils but sub-
ject to the approval of the sponsor or prin-
cipal. (2-c)
17. The principal and teachers of a secondary-
school should
—
Seek to elim.inate the dividing line betv.'een
classroom and pupil activities; any project
which has promise of contributing to pupil
growth should be encouraged and teacher
assistance should be provided v/ithout dis-
tinction of "classroom work" from "pupil
activities". (2-c; 4-c)
The next two items checked were listed under the topic,
"Library Service."
"18. The secondary-school library should be a place-
Where trained personnel not only help pupils
and teachers to find and use materials needed
in their study but also feel a responsibility
for stimulating leisure time and independent
reading interests of pupils and teachers. (4-b)
Where pupils learn to find and learn to use
materials needed in their study. (2-b)
19. Library needs of secondary-school pupils can
be adequately met by
—
A central general library in the school with a
representative collection of materials for
general high school use. (4-c)
Supplementary textbooks available in each
classroom v/ith no central library." (2-b)
The next three items checked were listed under the
topic, "Guidance."
"20. In carrying out the guidance function of the
secondary-school it is desirable that
—
The needs and characteristics of each pupil
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be discovered and one of the school's
curricula be selected cooperatively by pupil
and staff member. (2-b; 4-b)
21. In relation to elementary and higher schools,
the secondary-school should--
Make definite provision for effective articu-
lation--this should involve not only informa-
tion about the school but cooperative efforts
toward mutual understanding and toward
elimination of conditions which make pupil
adjustment difficult. (4-b)
Give attention to provisions for articulation
—
it should convey to the elementary school
adequate information about its offerings and
procedures in order that prospective pupils may
make appropriate preparation and should see
that similar information from higher schools
is made available to its ov/n pupils. (2-c)
22. The secondary-school should
—
Assume responsibility for assisting pupils in
all phases of personal adjustment--the school's
guidance function includes educational,
vocational, social, recreational, and other
phases." (2-b; 4-b)
The next tvro items checked were listed under the topic,
" Instruction.
"
"23. Within the classroom the teacher should
—
Treat each pupil as an individual and assist
him in achieving the maximum development of
which he is capable in the given field. (2-a;
4-a)
24. Learning is promoted most effectively by
participating in activities which
—
Require problems solving procedures, or
reflective thinking, generalization, and
application, v/ith incidental direction of
emotional responses." (2-c; 4-c
)
The next two items checked were listed under the topic,
"Outcomes."
"25. The pupil should be taught-
-
To recognize v/hat is worth thinking about as
well as how to think. (2-b; 4-a)
26. Participation in the program of a secondary-
school should result in
—
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Development of generalizations, appreciations,
attitudes, and ideals in addition to the
acquisition of knowledge, habits, and skills."
(2-b; 4-a)
The next tv/o items checked were listed under the topic,
"Staff."
"27. The final decision on the selection of teachers
should be made by
—
The responsible head of the school, after con-
sultation with heads of departments concerned:
the board of control should only officially
confirm the selection. (4-c)
The board of control, although it may seek
advice from the responsible head of the school
involved. (2-c)
28. In selecting the staff of a secondary-school
the primary consideration (assuming equivalent personal
qualifications) should be given to candidates who have
completed
—
A comprehensive and coordinated program which
included subject matter specialization as well
as professional preparation." (2-b; 4-a)
The next two items checked were listed under the topic,
"Plant."
"29. The most desirable viev/point concerning the
school plant in its relation to its community is that
—
The school plant and all its facilities should
be available for community use whenever this
does not interfere with school activities.
(2-a; 4-b)
30. The school plant should be
—
Looked upon as susceptible of some modifica-
tion and adjustment to meet school needs. (4-b)
Used by the staff and pupils as an active
agency to promote educational values." (2-c)
The last tv/o items checked were listed under the topic,
"Administration."
"31. In the administration of a secondary-school,
the board of control should
—
Pass upon policies fomulated democratically
by the entire staff of the school. (2-c; 4-b)
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32. The efficiency of the instructional processes
of a secondary-school is promoted best by a type of
supervision in v/hich
—
Programs ajid procedures are determined
cooperatively; the supervisory head serves
chiefly as an expert adviser and guide."
(2-b; 4-b)
From this tabulation, it can be seen that both groups
of high schools think along the same lines in theory.
Fifteen of the thirty-two items checked are chosen by the
same proportion of schools in each group. In addition,
eight other items are the responses of both groups of
schools
.
The statements of philosophy of education made by the
schools of the study are next examined to discover simil-
arities of topics mentioned. In Table 5 the result of this
Table 5. Similar Statements Found in the Schools'
Philosophies of Education
Number of Schools
Statement Two-Year Four-Year
(1) (2) (3)
American Secondary
Education should
—
1. Prepare pupils to live
in and improve their
environment, socially
and economically. . . • 8 4
2. I/lake citizens of high
5 2
3. Provide educational op-
portunity for all child-
2 4
4, Prepare for proper use
5 2
5. Prepare for economic
1 1
r
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Table 5. (concluded)
I
Statement
(TJ
6. Teach principles of
sound mental hygiene. 1 1
7. Cooperate with society
in v/orking out mutual
problems 1 2
8. Develop pupil to full-
est extent of his cap-
abilities 1 2
comparison of the philosophies is shown. The philosophies
of education vary widely. Some statements do not con-
stitute a broad statement of philosophy of American
Secondary Education as is requested from each school, but
tend to philosophize in terms of the local situation. Some
schools expressed themselves in one brief sentence v/hile
others v/rote several paragraphs to state their ideas.
Specific Ob.iectives of each school .— After formulat-
ing its philosophy of education, each school then set up a
list of specific objectives, T^is v/as to be a concrete
statement of what each school was trying to do in its local
situation. This task v/as generally moi-e quickly and more
easily completed than v;as the fonnulating of the statement
of philosophy of education. However, here again, variation
in the answers from the different schools is noticed.
Generally the two-year high schools profess the objective
of preparing their pupils for the completion of their high-

school studies. The four-year high schools tend in a
similar direction v/hen some of them state that one of their
aims is to prepare pupils for college. In the lists of
objectives as well as the statements of philosophy, a wide
variation of objectives is noticed both in the numbers and
direction of their intent. The four-year high schools
mention more objectives than the two-year high schools do.
The four-year schools tend to stress such aspects of their
curricula as preparation for leisure, development of good
habits of health, and character development. The tv/o-year
high schools limit their lists almost entirely to one
objective which is the preparation of pupils for the con-
tinuation of their high-school education in a four-year
high school.
The next step is to ascertain if there are similar-
ities betv;een the lists of objectives prepared by each of
the schools. In Table 6 a list of objectives and the
Table 6. Frequency of Mention of Similar
Objectives of Schools
Objective Frequency of Mention
Two-Year Four-Year
(1) (2) (3)
1. To make active social-
minded citizens.
. , , 5 3
2, To develop good habits
2 6
3. To help pupils choose
vocational field , . . 5 2
c
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Table 6. (concluded)
Objective li'T>^im 1 ^ ^Jl^ X c u U.C1J.O ,y
Two—Year Pour—Ye ar
(1) (9)
ft. io nej.p pupi±s reaQ
1111/6 ±±if?enx.±y, • • • • p p
u» lo uevexop person—
„ T J J- ± o
D • 1 0 UCcLCil pupXJLS bO QO
better the de sirable
^Vi^Y^rrc 'i'Vt/a TT Iff 4 T n ^bnjLiigo Uii^?y wiXJL CLu
aJiyway ••••••••
7, To train pupils to
X
1 p
8. Character develop-
1 4
9. To prepare for the
third and fourth
years of high school 6 0
10. To prepare for col-
0 5
ninnber of schools mentioning each in their lists are
presented. This list of objectives expresses the same
ideas as are given in the seven main objectives of educa-
tion formulated by the Commission on the Reorganization of
Secondary Education.^ That little similarity exists
betv/een the objectives of each school is apparent from the
numbers of schools given in coliamns 2 and 3 of Table 6,
As in the statements of philosophy, some schools give a
long list of objectives v/hile others are content v/ith one
or tv/o objectives.
l/ Cardinal Principles of Secondary Education . Report of
Commission on Reorganization of Secondary Education, Nat-
ional Education Association, U.S. Office of Education
Bulletin, 1918, No, 35, pp. 10-11.

CHAPTER II
THE CURRICULUM
Purpose of this chapter .— The purpose of this chapter
is to discuss the curricula of the eighteen high schools in
this study. The term curriculum is used in the same sense
as defined by the Cooperative Study of Secondary-School
Standards which explains,
"The curriculum may be defined as all the ex-
periences which pupils have v/hile under the direction
of the school; thus defined it includes both class-
room and extra-classroom activities,... Courses of
study may be defined as that part of the curriciilum
v/hich is organized for classroom use,"
The courses of study of the two-year high schools
will be compared to the offerings of the four-year high
schools. Since it has been shown that one objective of
the two-year high school is to prepare for the third and
fourth years of high school, the courses of study offered
in the two-year high schools should be similar to those
offered in the first two years of the four-year high
schools.
The extra-classroom activities of the two groups of
high schools will be evaluated under the heading of Pupil
1/ Evaluative C'riteria . 1940 Edition. Cooperative Study
of Secondary-School Standards, V/ashington, D. C, p. 31.
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Activity. This discussion v/ill include such phases of school
life as assemblies, publications, social life, clubs, and
physical activities.
Sources of curriculum development ,— The sources of
curriculum are indicated by the responses given in a check-
list of sources consisting of eight items.i/ The four-year
schools checked most frequently the three items that follow:
"1. A study of courses of study of other schools.
2. A study of the social and economic character-
istics of the community,
3. A study of pupil interests and plans,"
The tv/o-year high schools chose "1. A study of courses of
study of other schools" as the principal source of curricu-
lum development. The State Department of Education is
mentioned as another source. In the school year 1939-1940,
a bulletin 2/ issued by Mr, Ralph E. Noble, then the State
Supervisor of High Schools, gave suggested high-school
curricula. These are given in Table 7,
Table 7. Suggested High-School Curricula
Grade 9 Grade 10 Grade 11 Grade 12
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Health Health Health Health
Music Music Music Music
1/ Op. clt. p, 32.
2/ Ralph E. Noble, Vermont Eip:h School Teachers* Discussion
Groups .
rr
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Table 7. (concluded)
Grade 9 Grade 10 Grade 11 Grade 12
f 1 ) (2) i (''=5
)
JxJr I) A r»-f-ii.ro Ar U
English English English English
Social Studies Social Studies
General Science General Science General Science General Science
Mathematics C. P. Math.-»- G. P. Math. C . P . Llath
.
Pre-vocational Vocational Anc . Language Anc . Language
or Vocational Anc , Language I.Iodern Language Modern Language
Modern Language Business Business
Business
i
i
College Preparatory
1
Curriculum Determiners .— The curriculum determiners
of the two-year high schools involve a number of factors.
The most important one is the fact that the two-year high
school must prepare its pupils for the third and fourth
years of high-school. In Table 3 1/ it was shovm that an
average of 73,5 per cent of the pupils of the two-year high
schools attended the third and fourth years of high school.
Another determiner is that of teaching personnel. Many of
the principals and teachers in the two-year high schools
are beginning teachers and the fields in which they have
been prepared determine the subjects which can be offered.
A third factor is school facilities. A number of the tv;o-
year high schools occupy one classroom in an elementary-
school building and are limited in regard to laboratories,
home-economics rooms and manual-training equipment.
1/ Table 5. p7 14.
rC
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Methods for enriching the currlculiim of the small high
school . Methods for enriching the curriculum of the small
high school are not used by the two-year high schools of
Vermont to the extent that is possible. The author did
note the use of three methods.
Alternation of subject, the most common method employed
by small high schools to enrich their curriculum, is the
first method. Each of the ten two-year high schools uses
this method. Subjects such as algebra and business arith-
metic, civics and history, general science and biology are
examples of subjects alternated. In the three-teacher
four-year high schools in this study the same practice was
noted.
The second method observed is combination of classes.
The plan to conduct tv^o classes during the same class
period by a teacher is found in two of the two-year high
schools. Others report the use of this method in the past
but express dissatisfaction with the results. The fact
that they had tried group-recitations rather than a
differentiated unit plan seems to the writer the principal
reason for this feeling. In discussing this with the
teachers, they admit that the differentiated unit assign-
ment plan appeals to them as a method of making the com-
bination of classes practicable.
In only one of the two-year high schools does a third
r
method, the itinerant teacher, show itself. In School A,
the manual-training, the homemaking, and the music teachers
of the four-year high school of that tovm come once a week
to conduct classes. Their availability to School A does
much to enrich the curriculum of that school.
No use of other methods to enrich the curriculum such
as supervised correspondence study or the practice of
granting credit for out-of-school v<ork is at present "being
used in the schools of this study.
Courses of Study
Com-parison of courses of study .— A comparison of the
courses of study of the two-year high schools and of the
four-year schools is given in Table 8. From this, it is
Table 8, Subjects Offered in the First Two Years
of the Two-year and Four-year High Schools
Number of Two- Number of Four-
Year High Year High
Subject Schools Schools
(1) (2) (3)
English 1 & 2 10 8
Algebra 8 8
General Mathematics 7 7
Civics 7 5
Biology 6 7
General Science 5 7
Music 5 3
French 1 4 8
World History 4 5
Plane Geometry 3 7
Social Studies 4 2
Latin 1 3 8
Business Arithmetic 2 4
Home Economics 2 5
cc
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Table 8. (concluded)
number of Two- Number of Four-
Year High Year High
Subject Schools Schools
(2) (3)
Religious Education 2 2
First Aid & Home Nursing 2 0
Agriculture 1 2
Llanual Training 2
Bookkeeping
;
6
Business Training 6
Physical Education 0 2
Vocations 0 2
Geology 0 1
evident that the offerings of the two-year high school
approximate those of the four-year schools. The latter
group are able to offer such courses as physical education,
bookkeeping, home economics, and manual training which the
two-year schools lack facilities and money to offer.
Improvements needed .— Each high school was asked to
indicate the improvements needed in its course of study.
The majority of the two-year high schools feel their v/ork
could be improved by offering courses in agriculture,
physical education, manual training, and vocational courses
rather than by continuing to offer only the academic
studies
,
The four-year high schools make many suggestions for
the improvement of their courses of study. Some of these
are as follows:
"Drop Latin III - no demand,"
"Add a senior general-science course."
rc
"....should have courses that v/ould aid those that are
or could be taught to be adept with their hands and are
definitely handicapped mentally."
"A course in problems of present-day for seniors."
"Free-hand drawing for all,"
"Need physical education and health instruction."
"Need less language and more shop work,"
The deficiences in laboratory equipment, library, and
space for additional courses are also mentioned and recog-
nized by these schools.
Pupil Activity Program
General Organization .— The general organization of
the pupil activity program in the high schools of the study
is a faculty project. No school reports a system of
student government. The extent of pupil participation in
the government of the school is limited to class organ-
izations in which pupils may hold meetings and carry on
activities under the supervision of a faculty sponsor.
One school reports a system of honor study halls supervised
by students. In another high school, the students are
responsible for the passing in the halls. Every high school
has a safety patrol where there is a need for one.
Home rooms .— In the two-year high schools, the whole
school day is spent in one classroom which serves the pupils,
as a home room, classroom, and study room. Only three of
the ten two-year high schools report having an assembly hall.
€
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This means that evening programs and the social life of the
high-school pupils are centered in this one room.
In the eight foiir-year high schools, no planned programs
exist to make use of the home-room organization. The home
room serves primarily as a means for checking attendance,
making announcements and other administrative functions. As
four of these schools have assembly halls, programs by home-
room groups are given before the entire school. In the
remaining four, the pupils crowd into one room to hear
speakers or any special announcements. One of the four-
year high schools provides one period a week for home-room
activities
.
School publications ,— School publications are recog-
nized by the schools of the study as a means for fostering
school spirit, for promoting school and community relations,
and establishing cordial relations v/ith other schools. Six
of the eight four-year high schools support a publication
which is published by the pupils, V/ith the exception of
one paper which is printed, the publications are prepared
and mimeographed by the pupils of the school. Each copy
submitted to the author is, in his opinion, a commendable
piece of work and valuable educationally to the pupils.
Only two of the two-year high schools have school publi-
cations and these are modest projects.
Physical activities and sports ,— Physical activities

and sports are handled much better by the four-year high
schools than by the two-year high schools. This is due to
better facilities for carrying on such activities. Four of
the eight four-year high schools have gymnasiuns to
facilitate their physical activities. The other four have
halls available outside the school plant for their programs.
All the fo\ir-year high schools support basketball and base-
ball. Three have football teams. One school also has
tennis and golf in its program.
The program of the two-year high schools depends on
the facilities available and the interest of the principal.
Most of the physical activities program is done on the
playground. In only one school is there a gymnasium in the
plant and this is used by elementary grades and high school.
School clubs .— School clubs are found in six of the
eight four-year high schools. Clubs found in the four-year
high schools are debating, stamp, science, wild-life, French,
Latin, dramatics, Future Home Makers, Future Fanners and
outing club. Membership in clubs is voluntary and meetings
are held outside of school time. In only one school is
class time provided for any of these activities. Each club
is responsible for an assembly program that explains to the
school its activities and stimulates its members. The two-
year high schools have no clubs but sponsor organizations
such as Boy Scouts, 4-H Clubs, or Girl Scouts.
cr
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Summary of pupil activity .— The summary of pupil
activity for the two groups of high schools shows that the
four-year high schools are able to offer a v;ider and more
diversified program of extra-classroom activities than are
the two-year high schools. This is explained by lack of
facilities and smaller enrollment of the two-year high
schools. Although the two-year high schools do not have
many extra-classroom activities, at the sam.e time there is
more community activity for the young people which com-
pensates for the other. Community organizations such as
the Grange and the Church provide opportunities for the
pupils, teachers, and teachers to participate together.

CHAPTER III
SCHOOL SERVICES
Purpose of this chapter .-- The purpose of this chapter
is to discuss the services of the high schools included in
this study and to examine the instruction and the outcomes
of the educational program. The services to be discussed
are the library and guidance services found in both groups
of high schools.
Library services .— The library services of the high
schools of this study are inadequate according to the
criteria set up by the Cooperative Study of Secondary-
School Standards. The explanation of this condition lies
in the fact that in every village and town a public or
private library supplies the school v/ith the books at its
disposal. This is supplemented by a book wagon from the
State Library which increases the number of books avail-
able to each school. Consequently, no school has an
adequate school library. The relationship between the
school and the tovm library is one of understanding and
cooperation. Students are permitted to use the facilities
of the library freely and in some cases may go during
school time. The two-year high schools report that the
- 39 -
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town libraries are inadequate for their use and the book
wagon of the state has increased the supply of books avail-
able to their students. Each two-year high school has a
set of encyclopedias and other reference books on its own
shelves. Also a limited number of supplementary books are
available. In no case can these books be called a school
library.
The four-year high schools report practically the
same situation. The town library is the largest source of
supply and is generally better equipped to assist the four-
year high school than it is able to aid the two-year high
school. This is due to the fact that the libraries serving
the four-year high schools have a better financial situa-
tion and possess a wider range of books. In three of the
four-year high schools, efforts are being made to improve
the supply of books available in the school. In School P,
the principal has made a commendable effort to start a
school library. The beginning which he has made is the
outstanding example of improving the library situation in
the school itself in this group of high schools.
The principals of the four-year high schools criticize
the criteria of the Cooperative Study in this section for
not providing for some recognition of the cooperation of
the tovm library with the school. Their opinion is that
this setup is satisfactory and is the best arrangement
(*
rinancially for them. Hov/ever, the tovm library is prim-
arily a characteristic of Hew England. A study of the
library problem in rural communities conducted by Kolb and
Brunner l/ shov/ed that approximately four fifths of all
American tovmship libraries are found in Nev/ England. This
fact may explain the omission of any criteria from the Co-
operative Study. From the eight four-year schools of this
study, four have well-equipped tovm libraries available.
The other four are located in villages v/ith public libraries
of the same standard as those that serve the two-year high
schools.
Guidance service .— The guidance service of the high
schools of this study presents a somewhat better picture
than does the library service, V/hile no school employs a
guidance staff, the principals of the high schools are
conducting guidance programs that are of distinct value to
the pupils of their schools.
In the two-year high schools, seven reported no
organized guidance program. The other three are developing
a guidance program. Comprehensive information about pupils
of a cumulative nature is generally lacking in the two-year
high schools. A record of the marks received by pupils in
the elementary grades and the slight data found on the
report cards constitute the amount of infomation available
1/ J. H. Kolb and E. deS. Brunner, A Study of Rural Society .
Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1935, pp. 448-453.

to the principal of the tv/o-year high school. To offset
this lack of organization of data about the pupil, the
teacher in a two-year high school is familiar with his
pupils in a way that a teacher in a larger school is not.
A small enrollment permits the teacher to know each pupil
and his backgroimd much better than is possible in a larger
school. The author is certain that these teachers advise
and guide their pupils more than it appears on the surface.
Although few evidences of a guidance program exist, pupil
guidance is being carried on in an informal and individual
manner.
The four-year high schools are doing more in guidance
than are the t;70-year high schools. This is due in some
measure to the broader training of the principals and
faculty of these schools. More complete records are kept
in the four-year high schools. More opportunity exists to
call in outside specialists such as physicians and individ-
uals with special knowledge of vocations and placement.
Classes for the study of occupations and professions are
being offered in two of these schools.
Special mention must be given to the excellent v/ork of
Mr. Archibald Hurd, Secretary of the Young Mens' Christian
Association, in the four-year high schools and one of the
two-year high schools in this study. Through his annual
visits to the schools of this area, he has been able to

assist the pupils and the faculties v/ith his advice and
special knowledge of giiidance. Deeply interested in the
problems of young people and equipped with a broad back-
ground of vocational experience, Llr. Hurd has been out-
standing in serving these schools.
To improve the guidance program, the four-year high
schools suggest more training in guidance for their-fac-
ulties, provision of an office or private room for pupil
consultations, and more school time alloted to the princi-
pal or teacher responsible for the guidance program.
In the four-year high schools, the guidance program is
handled by the principals. One or more of the faculty mem-
bers may assist as the program is v/idened. In the larger
schools, class advisors are doing valuable v/ork in pupil
guidance
.
Instruction
Preparation of staff members ,— The preparation of the
staff members of both groups of schools is much the same.
Each group consists of college graduates with varying
amounts of graduate work. The principal difference between
the staff members is the length of their teaching exper-
ience. The principals or teachers in six of the ten two-
year high schools began their professional career in the
school where they are now. The staff members of the other
four two-year high schools had taught in other schools
-r mr-w
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before assigning their present positions. A study of the
data submitted shows that for the school year 1939-1940 the
average teaching experience of the teachers of the two-year
high schools is two and one-half years. In the next school
year of 1940-1941, the staff of seven of the two-year high
schools changed, \7hile the usual promotion for teachers in
a two-year high school is a teaching or administrative
position in a four-year high school, one principal of a tv/o-
year high school became a superintendent of schools.
The records of the staff members of the fo\ir-year high
schools show more teaching experience and a longer term of
service in the same school than do those of the two-year
high schools. The average educational experience of a
faculty member of the four-year high schools in this study
is 7,9 years. The length of service in the school is 6.3
years. One principal of one of the four-year high schools
of this study has served his school for thirty years.
Tenns of service of ten years or more were frequently fo\ind.
From the records of academic and professional prepara-
tion of the staff members of both groups of schools, the
author concludes that the staff members of the tv/o-year
high schools are frequently beginning teachers and they
usually move on to other positions within a year or two.
The staff members of the four-year high schools possess more
teaching experience and more professional training than do
c
those of the two-year high schools.
Classroom instruction .— The classroom instruction in
the two groups of schools is affected by a number of factors.
In the two-year high schools are found teachers who are
conducting classes in five to eight different subjects each
day. In the four-year high schools, the majority of
teachers have one subject like English or Mathematics to
teach. Occasionally, a teacher will have three or four
subjects but they are in the minority. Naturally the
teachers in the two-year high schools are not v^ell prepared
in all the subjects which they teach. The ability to
handle well a teaching schedule consisting of five to eight
different subjects is valuable training for the beginning
teacher. At the same time, the needs of the pupils must be
considered. The instructors have an opportunity for inti-
mate acquaintanceship with their pupils. An atmosphere of
informality and democracy exists in the classroom of the
two-year high schools. The fact that these boys and girls
go on successfully to the third and fourth years of high
school and even to college may or may not indicate the
excellence of the instruction of the two-year high school.
The following information about the graduates of the two-
year high schools was gathered by Mr. Ralph E. Noble of the
State Department of Education, In the school year 1955-
1936, 72 pupils entered the tenth grade of the two-year
€
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high schools of the state and 68 finished it. In the
eleventh grade, 48 of the 68 continued. In the t\¥elfth year,
45 pupils Y»ere enrolled and graduated from soine four-year
high school. Ten of these graduates continued in college.
Thus the records show that 45 pupils of the 68 graduates of
the t\70-year high schools completed the third and fourth
years of high school. Individual attention, small classes,
and close friendship between instructor and pupil are the
best features of the instruction in the two-year high school.
In the group of four-year high schools of the study,
there are two v/hich have a faculty of three teachers. The
same instructional problems exist for these two schools as
they do for the two-year high schools. The other six high
schools are able to assign teachers to the subjects for
v/hich they have prepared themselves. Occasionally a teacher
completes his schedule with a class in a subject for which
he is not trained. The author visited the classes of each
high school teacher and in his best opinion found a group
of teachers of high caliber v/orking for the best interests
of their pupils. Aids to instruction such as moving-
picture and slide cameras, laboratories, and other supple-
mentary materials are more often available to the faculties
of the four-year high schools than to those of the two-year
high schools.
Outcomes of the educational program .— The outcomes of
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the educational program in the high schools of the study are
difficult to measure directly. The fact that some of these
schools are in an area in which the author has lived and
worked gave him some assistance in his measuring. The prin-
cipals and their staffs expressed to the author their diffi-
culty in making a report on the outcomes of their program.
It is a measurement which takes a period of time to show
results.
In the two-year high schools each principal measures
his program to a large degree by the success of his pupils
in the third and fourth years of high school after they
leave his school. That is the most immediate return on
which he is able to judge the work of his school.
In the four-year high schools the pupils can be ob-
served for a four-year period and more evidence of the
influence of the educational program is available. Success
in college for the few who go on to hi?T;her education or
success at a job in the community aids the school in deter-
mining its efficiency.
The criteria in this section of the evaluation is
divided by subject fields. English, mathematics, Ismguages,
and the other subjects have a number of criteria by which
the outcomes of the learning situation are to be determined.
The difficulty encountered here and also all through the
evaluation was that a five-point rating scale was the basis
4
for marking. The Cooperative Study explains that these
figures are to be regarded merely as convenient symbols,
not mathematical quantities. Five is very superior and
one is very inferior. The principals of the high schools
maintained that they had no standard by which to make the
evaluations. One school might consider a condition superior
while another might decide it was average. The only ajisv/er
given by the author was that, as he was visiting all the
schools of the study, his evaluations would overcome the
differences in points of view. All the schools of this
study decided that the Cooperative Study was very subjective.
1/ Evaluative Criteria . 1940 Edition. Cooperative Study
of Secondary-School Standards, V/ashington, D. C, p. 30.

CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIONS AND KECOiaiENDATIOKS
Mr. Ralph E, Noble, Commissioner of Education of the
State of Vermont, m.ade the following statement to the
author concerning the two-year high schools:
"The tv/o-year high school is usually so small
and has so limited financial support that it is very
difficult to offer equivalent high-school advantages.
Demands on the teacher are exceptionally heavy. It
may be true that some two-year high schools do serve
some pupils v/ho could not go on to high school because
of lack of transportation or money to pay room and
board or m.ore expensive clothing."
Commissioner Noble* statement concerning the two-year
high school presents the point of view of an individual v/ho
has had long experience in the schools of Vermont. He is
concerned with such matters as financial support, trans-
portation of pupils, and attendance of pupils in the second-
ary schools of the state. The fact that some pupils are able
to attend a secondary school because a two-year high school
is in their comanunity is indicative of one service rendered
by the tv/o-year high school.
Communities supporting the two-year high schools are
proud that they can offer two-years of high school for their
boys and girls. The author made a special effort to
- 49 -
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ascertain the sentiment of each community he visited. The
faculty of each two-year high school is unanimous in the
belief that each community is definitely and actively sup-
porting each two-year high school and v/ould oppose vigor-
ously any change
.
Conclusions
Statement of conclusions .-- A statement of conclusions
of the author follows:
1. Communities supporting the two-year high schools
are opposed to any change in this secondary school.
2. Pupils who would be unable to be transported to the
nearest four-year high school are able to attend a secondary-
school in their community,
3. The majority of pupils in the two-year high school
enter the third and fourth year of high school. In the
school year of 1959-1940, 73.5 per cent of the pupils of
the two-year high school were attending a four-year high
school.
4. The program of studies of the two-year high school
compares favorably v/ith that of the first two years of the
four-year high schools.
5. The two-year high schools do not have the facilities
to offer the extra-classroom activities that the four-year
high schools provide. These activities include physical
education, assembly programs, school clubs, school papers.
i
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vocational or pre-vocational training, agriculture, manual
training or hone economics,
6, The supplementary materials of the two-year high
schools are more inadequate than they are in the four-year
high schools,
7, The guidance programs of the two-year high schools
are inadequate. Some steps to improve this situation were
noted by the author,
8, Instruction in the two-year high schools is handi-
capped by the number of classes that each teacher regard-
less of his training has to conduct.
9, The best features of the instruction in the tyro-
year high schools are small classes, alternation of sub-
jects, and individual instruction.
10, The teaching personnel of the t\70-year high schools
consists of beginning teachers or of those v;ith one or tv/o
years of experience. In the four-year high schools,
teachers have more experience and more training.
11, The average length of service of teachers in the
two-year high schools is two or three years.
12, The tv/o-year high schools are housed with the
elementary grades,
15, The problems of the three-teacher four-year high
schools evaluated by the author are similar to those of
the two-year high schools.
B'»«:ton Unlverilty
School of Education
Library

14, All the high schools of this study, both two-year
and four-year depend on the tovm libraries and the state
book wagon for their supplementary reading material. Begin-
nings of school libraries are evident in three of the four-
year high schools.
15. The ten two-year high schools are located from eight
to twenty miles from the nearest four-year high school and
consequently do serve certain pupils who might find it dif-
ficult to attend a high school at a distance over a period
of four years.
Limitations in conclusions .— It is recognized by the
author that there are limitations in the conclusions pre-
sented above. As he has pointed out previously, the prin-
cipals and the faculties who cooperated v/ith him decided
that the Cooperative Study called for subjective judgment.
The author of this study made every effort to be as objec-
tive as possible in collecting data and interpreting it;
nevertheless, he is av/are that subjective reasoning entered
into his study. The conclusions already stated represent a
careful weighing of the data he had collected.
Recommendations
The recommendations of the author are as follows:
1. The ten two-year high schools of Vermont should be
retained in their respective communities. All the present
two-year hiF;h schools are serving communities to which the

loss of the two-year high school would be a definite hard-
ship to their boys and girls.
2, Some of these two-year high schools might become
junior high schools by dropping the tenth grade. This step
should be done only after a careful consideration has been
given to such factors as distance to the nearest four-year
high school, ability of pupils to attend the larger school
and the willingness of the ccranunity to make a change.
3, Every effort should be made to decrease the number
of subjects taught each day in the two-year high schools.
Practices such as alternation of subjects and individual
instruction should be encouraged.
4. More financial support is needed for the smaller
four-year high schools as well as the two-year high school.
This support v/ill have to come from the state.
5, Development of guidance programs by the two-year
high schools.
6. A careful examination and study of the courses of
study taught in both groups of schools to meet the needs
of the pupils must be the concern of each school in this
study.
7. More attention needs to be given to the physical-
education program of the pupils in all the high schools
included in this study. More emphasis is needed on a
physical-activity program in which each pupil may partici-
•
pate
.
8. The advantages in the environment of the small
school should be realized by the- teachers and administrators
of the two-year high schools and the smaller four-year high
schools of this study. The opportunity of intimate friend-
ship betv/een pupils, teachers, and parents can be a means to
further the growth of boys and girls. The democratic admin-
istration and supervision possible in a small group provides
an opportunity to work with individuals rather than with
groups. Misunderstandings and wrong conceptions that arise
in larger communities can be avoided through the close con-
tact that exists between the teachers, pupils, and parents.
The fact that the small community of the two-year high
schools and of the smaller four-year high schools consists
of boys and girls from the first grade through high school
who must all live together during the school day provides
for the development of desirable social traits not to be
found in a group of the same age. Finally in this situation,
the average or below average pupil has an opportunity for
individual attention from the teacher that is not possible
in a larger group,
9. The author urges the careful consideration of the
use of supervised correspondence courses by the two-year
high schools of Vermont as a means of enriching their
courses of study. The University of Vennont could develop
t
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and administer such courses. This plan v/ould result in mak-
ing available a large number of courses for pupils who need
them. .
10. The use of itinerant personnel could be a device for
increasing the educational programs of the two-year high
schools. Faculty members of the four-year high school could
extend their services to the two-year high school whose
graduates the four-year high school is to receive. School A
in this study is an example of this plan in practice. Such
a step v^ould provide a closer relationship between the two-
year high schools and the four-year high schools,
11. The unit organization of secondary-school subject
matter is the solution to many of the problems that confront
all the high schools in this study. The differentiated unit
assignment permits the teacher to adapt the subject matter
more effectively to meet the abilities, interests, aims, and
needs of the boys and girls in his classes. In the tv/o-year
high schools of Vermont, differentiated unit assignments
would assist in reducing the teacher load and in making
possible the effective use of other devices for enriching the
curriculum such as combination of classes, correspondence
courses, and out-of-school work. In the same way, the four-
year high schools with their greater facilities could help
their pupils more efficiently to find their place in a
democratic society by differentiating their teaching
(
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methods and subject matter to provide for individual dif-
ferences,
12. The establishment and use of a school library should
be the goal of each high school in this study. Several of
these schools have made a beginning toward the attainment
of this aim. Although the public library m.ay try to serve
the school v/ell, it is the author »s opinion that the
schools in this study v/ould be more able to extend and
enrich the learning activities of their pupils by the
creation of a library within the school. The town library
and the state book v/agon can supplement the school library
but should not take its place.
13. The two-year high schools should consider the
opportujiities for expanding their curricula that exist in
the granting of credit for out-of-school work. All the
tv/o-year high schools realize that many of their pupils
desire subjects that are not now being offered because of
lack of facilities in the school. By cooperation with the
home, farm, and business, the school could increase the
prop:ram of studies with subjects like agriculture, home
economics, vocations, and shop courses,
14. An increase in the extra-classroom activities of
the tv/o-year high schools is desirable to enrich the school
experiences of its pupils. The exchange of programs with
other schools should be fostered as the majority of the
pupils of the two-year high schools need group experiences.
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